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HAND-CRAFTED CERAMIC CHESS FIGURES are an example of the artwork 
for sale at the pre-Christmas Art Fair and Sale in the UC yesterday and today. 
(Montana Kaimin photo by Tom Levno)
Likely M ills’ successor predicts tax bill
Washington AP
Rep. Al Ullman, the probable next 
chief of the House Ways and Means 
Committee, predicted Thursday that 
"we’re going to get a tax reform bill 
next year and it will be a good one."
The Oregon Democrat who is ex­
pected to succeed the hospitalized 
Rep. Wilbur Mills, D-Ark., as 
chairman of the tax-writing com­
mittee, also told reporters new kinds 
of taxes are possible. Furthermore, 
he said, “next year we have to 
produce a national health plan.”
Ullman's comments came as Mills 
remained in Bethesda Naval Hos­
pital, reportedly under sedation for 
an undisclosed illness.
Along with making his first extensive 
comments on his plans, Ullman 
predicted Congress in the final 
weeks of this year will pass the com­
mittee-approved, multibillion-dollar 
package of oil tax hikes and some tax 
cuts for m illions of average 
Americans.
"I want to get that behind us," Ullman 
said at an informal news conference. 
"It is a good bill, it solves a lot of 
problems.”
The bill would eventually end 
petroleum producers’ major tax-sav­
ing depletion allowance, impose a 
temporary new levy on windfall 
profits of oilmen, give individual 
Americans who do not itemize their 
tax returns a boost in minimum and 
maximum standard deductions, and 
hike the investment tax credit for 
public utilities from 4 per cent to 7 
per cent.
With passage of this, Ullman said, 
“then, we've got a tremendous lot of 
work to do” on taxes, health and 
welfare issues. He indicated a look 
must be made at the basic tax system 
itself and the ways the government 
raises its revenue.
On health insurance, he said, “ I don’t 
believe in payroll taxes . . . but we'd
have to find some other financial 
mechanism. I think it would be a 
disaster to dip into general 
revenues."
In addition, Ullman. said, the com­
mittee must look into Social Security 
issues “and I think we’ve got to go to 
welfare reform. We may not get a 
welfare reform bill next year but 
we’ve got to begin it" for action the 
following year.
As for the tax bill, he said "our goal" 
is action by July. Asked about 
chances for an across-the-board in­
come tax cut, Ullman said he does 
not favor it and “ I see no possibility of 
that."
Furthermore, he said he is "not a 
great believer in the surtax” as recen­
tly proposed by President Ford 
because it would underscore "ine­
quity of the income tax.” He said an 
“overreliance on the income tax . .. 
brings a shelter problem.”
Researcher calls HW figures confusing
By Kathy Mensirig 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
An independent study by a free lance 
environmental researcher.concludes 
sulfate emissions from the Hoerner 
Waldorf (HW) pulp mill are lower 
than statistics released by the com­
pany.
Gale Owen, a Missoula resident and 
member of Concerned Citizens fora 
Quality Environment (CCQE), 
believes HW is trying to confuse or 
manipulate available figures on 
sulfate emissions.
One condition the company must 
agree to before a proposed $60- 
million expansion permit is issued is 
that there will be no increase in 
sulfate emission from the mill after 
expansion.
The state and HW are now trying to 
decide what the present emission 
level is. ,
Owen and CCQE contend that by
setting present emissions at inflated 
figures, future testing, if accurate, 
will not reflect an increase in emis­
sions if it occurs.
Owen said, “ I think that Hoerner 
Waldorf Is at present emitting less 
than 2,389 pounds per day of 
sulfates. I estimate that* the mill's 
daily emission of sulfates is closer to 
2,146 pounds.”
Owen explained the difference in 
figures results from HW’s claim that a 
significant portion of sulfate 
pollution is coming from its lime 
kilns.
“But, in fact,” he said, "nearly all the 
sulfate pollution is coming from the 
recovery furnaces for which no com­
prehensive additional controls are 
planned."
Owen said that to control recovery 
furnace sulfate emissions the com­
pany would have to install equipment 
which would cost more than the 
equipment it now plans to install.
In a CCQE newsletter, to be dis­
tributed next week, the organization 
states the odor problem, caused 
mainly by hydorgen sulfide from the 
pulp mill's settling ponds, will not 
decrease enough to be detected by 
the human nose.
The newsletter states, “So except for 
water vapor, it's obvious ill effects on 
the climate of the valley and its less 
obvious effects on health, expansion 
will give us roughly the same sort of 
dirty air we’re used to. We’re still not 
happy with that situation."
The organization is calling for 
donations to cover a $1,700 deficit in­
curred in its attempts to delay HW's 
expansion and to get the mill to use’ 
the best pollution control equipment 
available.
Any donation to CCQE may be made 
to the Rachel Carson Trust and 
mailed to N. Erickson, Route 5, 
Pattee Canyon, Missoula.
Sirica says Nixon testimony not needed
Washington AP
The Watergate cover-up trial will end 
without the testimony of former 
President Richard Nixon, U.S. Dis­
trict Judge John Sirica ruled 
yesterday.
Declaring that Nixon's testimony is 
not indispensable or necessary, 
Sirica said much of what Nixon 
knows has been or can be obtained 
from other witnesses, including the 
five defendants.
The judge said Nixon’s testimony is 
not required because his credibility 
as a witness is in doubt. "Certainly 
. . . his testimony would be subject to
the instruction to the jury that it 
should be received with caution and 
scrutinized with care,” Sirica said.
Noting Nixon is among 20 unindicted 
co-conspirators in the case, Sirica 
said Nixon “has been accused, in 
effect, of being an accomplice of the 
defendants."
The 61-year-old Nixon, recovering at 
his San Clemente estate from com­
plications of a chronic phlebitis con­
dition, was subpoenaed last 
September by trial defendant and 
former White House aide John 
Ehrlichman.
Ehrlichman’s case began yesterday, 
and among the first witnesses called 
by his lawyer was former White 
House special counsel Charles 
Colson, who also is an unindicted 
co-conspirator in the cover-up case, 
and currently is serving a prison term 
for a related Watergate offense.
Although a defense witness, Colson 
provided damaging testimony 
against three of the defendents. 
When he had finished, associate 
prosecutor James Neal said to 
Ehrlichman’s lawyer: “ If you’re 
gonna call more witnesses like that 
we’ll take ’em all.”
WHEELS ROLLED for the first time in about 30 years yesterday when an old-fashioned logging skidder was pulled 
around campus as part of the 58th Foresters’ Ball activities. The skidder, brought to the University around 1935, was 
pulled by a team of Belgian horses belonging to a Hamilton rancher and logger who said he uses the horses daily in his 
ranching and logging operations. (Montana Kaimin photo by Tom Levno)
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Referendum petition has 
enough valid signatures
A petition calling for a referendum on 
the Missoula anti-obscenity 
ordinance has enough valid 
signatures to bring the issue to a 
vote, Bernice Helm, city clerk, said 
yesterday.
The ordinance will appear on the 
ballot of the city general election in 
April. The city now has no legal 
means to restrict pornogrpahy.
For the petition to succeed, it had to 
contain at least 1,655 valid 
signatures, 10 per cent of the Mis­
soula voters registered for the city 
general election last April.
Helm said she validated 1,670 
signatures before she stopped the 
signature count. She said she will 
certify her figures to the City Council 
at its meeting Monday.
At the council meeting last Monday, 
Helm certified a signature count of 
1,499, more than 150 signatures 
short of the required number. If a low 
signature count was certified to the 
council, the ordinance was to go into 
effect immediately.
However, the council voted to allow 
Helm to withdraw her certification to 
check a notarized list of 217 
signatures submitted by Bob 
Campbell, drafter of the petition, 
who claimed they were valid. The 
signatures previously were in­
validated because they were 
illegible.
Helm said some of the signatures on 
Campbell’s list were invalidated 
because they were duplications of 
signatures she already had counted, 
or were the signatures of one spouse 
signing for the other.
Campbell said he expects Missoula 
voters to vote against censoring 
obscenity in the April election. 
However, he said a group of 
legislators and ministers from 
around the state are planning to 
propose a statewide ban on 
obscenity to the 1975 legislature in 
January.
Campbell, a local American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU) lawyer, said 
he will meet with the Montana ACLU 
Board in Great Falls Dec. 14 to dis­
cuss strategy to oppose the ban.
Tax on benefits considered
A bill that would allow the federal 
government to tax the disability 
compensation veterans receive is 
under consideration in the House 
Ways and Means Committee.
Tentative decisions already have 
been reached by the committee, ac­
cording to Doug Stevens, secretary 
of the University of Montana 
Veterans Club. Stevens is a junior in 
geology.
In accordance with the tentative 
decisions which have been reached, 
the following categories of veterans 
would be taxed:
• Disabled married veterans under 
65 who report a joint income of over 
$ 10,000.
• Disabled married veterans who 
report a separate income of over 
$4,000.
• Disabled single veterans who 
report a separate income of over 
$7,500.
The UM Veterans Club unanimously 
approved a motion at its last meeting 
to send letters stating opposition to 
the possible tax to the Ways and 
Means Committee and Montana's 
congressional delegation.
John Bartlett, president of the UM 
Veterans Club, said it was not the 
purpose of the club to get involved in 
political activity. However, Bartlett 
added, the question of taxing 
d isab ility  compensations was 
something the club wanted to ex­
press its opinion on.
Bartlett is a senior in history and 
political science.
REJECT LEGAL PLAN
The proposed legal services plan for University o f Montana students is 
good for the Montana Bar Association but bad for the students. Good 
legal services are desperately needed here. This plan is neither good nor 
needed.
This plan benefits the bar association. Students are a m inor factor, 
necessary because they supply the dollars. The plan we have before us is 
a legal insurance policy. Remember: insurance companies spend as little 
as possible and benefit themselves, not the clients.
Let’s look at some facts.
•  The original working draft of the plan included two non-profit 
corporations, one formed by students to control the funds and one 
formed by the bar association to handle legal services.
But the plan we are now offered has on ly one non-profit corporation 
formed by the bar association. This one corporation w ill control 
everything. Student control was removed from the plan. A paper ex­
plaining the plan claims students w ill be represented on the board of 
directors, but it does not say how many students, how long each would 
serve, whether they could vote or if they would be anything other than 
messenger boys and girls. We suspect the latter.
Students know nothing about these directors. Who w ill they be? Where 
w ill they be? How many are there?
•  Each student w ill pay $4 a quarter, mandatory, fo r the legal services. 
When the first legal services committee formulated a plan, members 
decided on the figure of $4 a quarter to ensure a surplus in the fund, ac­
cording to Mike Wisocki, a member o f that committee. The committee 
decided the first proposal would give UM a good plan and a little  slush. 
Now that slush w ill go to the bar association. In the future, $4 from each 
student each quarter would ensure a certain profit-m aking ability. The 
bar association is very much aware o f how much money can be made 
with the system. And the plan authorizes the directors to  utilize excess 
funds anyway they please. Absolutely anyway they please.
•  Another provision of the plan is that if the student has any other in­
surance or agencies which would pay his o r her fees, the UM legal service 
w ill not pay the fees. This passage'Should be struck. If a student pays for 
the UM legal insurance, he or she should get it. Anyone who pays a 
premium should get the benefits.
The clause is also reminiscent of Catch 22. With the proposed legal 
coverage, students w ill be prevented from obtaining free legal services. 
Students would no longer qualify under indig ient statutes. And in many 
cases, legal services downtown m ight be better.
•  The plan exempts some specific problem areas, e.g. veterans may not 
sue the government under the program because there is no federal court 
coverage. Appeals are disregarded. There is no money fo r appealing to 
the Montana Supreme Court, and in most cases, not enough money to  
appeal from any lower court to a higher court.
•  The plan states that students may not enter litigation and be covered 
under the plan except in certain cases, which m ight be okayed by the 
directors. This provision should be struck. It destroys students’ freedom 
to  enter action. Students should have the ab ility  to take reasonable ac­
tions and be covered.
•  Students may not “shop” under the plan. That is, students may not 
consult more than one lawyer about a problem. Again, th is is a denial of 
student rights. Students have the right to shop fo r a lawyer. If someone 
went to the wrong lawyer and got the wrong answers, that person should 
be able to consult another lawyer.
•  Payments cannot exceed maximum limits. Even if a case continues 
into the next year, a student is unable to pay an attorney more than the 
maximum limit. The board of directors should be given the right to 
overrule this policy on occasion. But of course, more money is saved for 
the bar association if the board cannot overrule the policy.
•  Class actions are excluded under this plan. In some cases, class ac­
tions are more appropriate as in consumer issues. And if students were 
able to pool their benefits, it m ight be possible to  pay the costs involved in 
some suits. But the bar association made pains when drawing up the 
contract to avoid any controversy that m ight eat up the funds.
•  As for the benefits available, they aren’t worth the plan. For example, 
the plan pays up to $250 in a divorce case. $250 is the usual cost of a no­
fault divorce. At least $500 is the cost of a contested divorce. Clearly the 
plan does not provide enough.
$250 is allowed for crim inal matters. Now if a student is busted, $250 w ill 
buy plea bargaining, but not defense. Just plea bargaining.
•  And if students wanted to  break the contract o r sue a lawyer fo r 
malpractice, they would have to look fo r funds elsewhere. One clause in 
the contract prohibits students from suing those people involved in con­
tro lling the fund or who get paid from it.
The plan is inadequate, ineffectual, and bad. It was written to  benefit the 
bar association, not students. Some $100,000 w ill go through the direc­
tors' coffers each year. No wonder they are eager fo r the legal services 
program.
•
The plan has been pushed upon us. Petitions are being circulated. 
Rumor has it that a special Central Board meeting to  approve the plan 
has been called for late Saturday night. And the regents w ill be presented 
with the plan Monday.
Wait. Hold on. Plans which are rushed through at the last m inute are 
generally poor plans and this one is no exception. It must be soundly re­
jected. Another committee must start from scratch. We do need legal 
services but we don't need to subsidize the Montana Bar Association. We 
need services that benefit students, not lawyers.
Carey Matovich Yunker
" VOU'RE IN FOR MURDER? FUNNY, I'M IN FOR REFUSING TO/"
letters
Existence of women’s study program threatened
Editor: As Fall Quarter, 1974, draws 
to an end, we feel that it is a matter of 
utmost importance that we draw the 
attention of the entire University 
System to the threatened existence 
of the Women’s Studies Program. 
This quarter Women’s Studies was 
introduced on campus as a course 
offered through the departments of 
home economics, sociology, and 
social welfare. Female represen­
tatives from the departments of 
biology, sociology, social welfare, 
English, economics, history, an­
thropology, home economics, and 
the law school contributed their time 
to instruct this course. Topics in­
cluded in the course were women
Editor: I am presently a resident of 
the McNeil Island Federal Prison 
Camp. Many things have happened 
to me since my incarceration, but the 
tra g ic  in c id e n t th a t m ost 
d r a m a t ic a l ly  a lte re d  my 
consciousness was the rape and 
brutal beating of my daughter.
The severe shock of this event has 
left her mentally affected. By first 
reaction was a resolve to seek 
vengeance. In later frustration, I 
sought to avoid the reality of it and to 
forget it, to no avail. Finally, after 
talking with a number of sex 
offenders, I began to see my problem 
as neither unique nor exclusive to me 
or my family.
The many victims of rape (other than 
homosexual) are women who are 
mothers, sisters, daughters, friends, 
to many other people who are 
affected like me. Recently, I have 
been working with others to organize 
Alternatives to Rape Centers (ARC) 
nationwide. We are in need of
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Letters Policy
The Montana Kaimin has no 
obligation to print all letters received. 
Letters should be under 300 words 
and are subject to editing for length, 
libel and clarity. Names may be 
withheld upon request.
and biology, economics, law, 
literature, mental health, history, 
m a rriag e , the  fa m ily , and 
stereotypes. Needless to say, this 
program y/as rejected by other 
departments because of its “ lack of 
legitimacy, relevance, and/or im­
portance” to them. Although the 
female sex makes up over 50 per cent 
of the total world population other 
departments have refused to 
acknowledge and promote a 
Women’s Studies Program. We feel it 
is a necessary tool in the ad­
vancement of learning in every 
society, especially ours!
Women’s Studies will not be con-
materials, staff help and ideas. We 
would be very interested in knowing 
of any people at your school who 
might care to help us or join with us.
We are planning an organizational 
meeting in Seattle on the 15th of 
April, 1975, and we need all the help 
and support we can get. Our choice 
of site for the meeting in Seattle will 
soon be made, and anyone 
interested may please write now to 
one of the persons listed here for 
further information and to express 
how they feel they wish to contribute.
Anyone may serve and help in any 
way to make our organization a 
success. Thank you in advance.
Ken Hawkins 




Editor: Yesterday’s article on 
Publications Board's hearing for 
Montana Kaimin Editor Carey 
Matovich Yunker and the ban on 
le g a l p a r t ic ip a t io n  ne e d s  
clarification, I believe.
PB voted to ban all legal participation 
within the hearing. This means 
Yunker and the student complaint 
advocate, Rich Ecke, are both 
without legal representation. This 
ban does not prohibit either party 
from seeking legal consultation prior 
to the hearing.
The witnesses are without legal 
representation, too. It was designed 
to treat all persons concerned with 
the hearing equally and fairly giving 
no one any advantage.
Keith Hatvick 
junior, political science 
PB member
tinued Winter Quarter because of 
inadequate funding of salaries for 
teachers involved in the program. We 
extend our appreciation to those 
contributors: Judy Smith, Mary 
Cummings, Caroline Wheeler, 
Audrey Peterson, Sandra Muc- 
kleston, Malinda Schaill, Arlina 
Young, Diane Sands, and Maxine 
Van de Wetering. They volunteered 
their time and knowledge without 
pay to teach this class and helped to 
get a Women’s Studies Program off 
the ground.
It is particularly disappointing as well 
as frustrating to us that this program 
is not regarded as one important 
enough to be included and con­
tinued in the University curriculum. If 
we are to see any progress made for a 
continuation of a Women's Studies 
Program we urge all concerned 
faculty members and students to ex­
press their interest and stress the im­
portance of the inclusiion of a 
Women’s Studies Program involving 
every department on campus. In 
larger universities throughout the 
country degrees are now being 
offered in the field of Women's 
Studies and it is our hope that the 
University of Montana will follow this 
trend.
Kari Gunderson 





Editor I am in total agreement with 
Mike Skeels’ letter of December 3 
regarding Paul Krassner’s column 
Rumpleforeskin. In my opinion, this 
column is nothing but garbage. 
Krassner’s idea of journalism seems 
to be to sit down and dream up weird 
scenarios, bizarre plots and inane 
hypotheses, none of which are sup­
ported by fact, much less logic. The 
only support comes from his 
conversations with “experts” like 
Timothy Leary and Ken Kesey.
My point is that Krassner’s column is 
a total waste of space. The column is 
a disgrace to any paper gullible 
enough to subscribe to it, although 
perhaps in the case of the Montana 
Kaimin, publishing the column can 
be justified by the rationale that since 
the paper has no credibility anyway, 
one more disaster can’t hurt. Despite 
that rationale, however, I would 
suggest that the Kaimin is needlessly 
b u rd e n in g  its  readers  w ith  
Krassner’s column and wasting 
space which could presumably be 




New organization needs help
Tenderfoot Ford: trustworthy and loyal, but shifty
By Ron Hauge 
Montana Kaimin Staff Artist
Last in a series
Somehow the word “curious” seems 
impotent in describing Nicholas Von 
Hoffman just before the press 
conference. He sat well-relaxed, but 
p ro p p e d  h im s e lf fo rw a rd  
sporadically to make nose-to-lens 
monster-faces into occasional 
cameras. After each encounter, he 
settled back into his chair, smiled 
complacently and drew another puff 
from his cigarette.
By now, the President’s traveling 
presidential seal had been affixed to 
his proposed podium—a sure sign 
that the confer- [ ~  
ence was about to ne* 8
begin. It did. analysis
A moment of silence settled in on the 
crowd. It was a short-lived silence, 
for in a matter of seconds the crowd 
stood boisterous. Ford had entered 
from a kitchen side-door, and was 
spontaneously heralded by wild ap­
plause and a barrage of camera 
flashes.
Von Hoffman remained seated, mov­
ing his hands only to cover a series of 
obviously over-emphasized yawns. I 
stood, but saw over the crowd only a 
bobbing, gleaming forehead, 
traversing like a passing duck in a 
shooting gallery. The crowd was still 
settling as Ford's first words were 
piped through a vast channel of 
eight-inch overhead speakers; but 
even before the audience was totally 
silenced the President had managed 
to blow his congenial cover.
Ford's opening remarks concerned 
his veto of the Freedom of In­
formation act—a bill giving broader 
liberties to the investigative press, in­
cluding:
•  A requirement that requests for 
public records be answered in ten 
days.
• A prescription of penalties for 
those officials violating the law.
•  An enablement of the courts to 
decide on proper documentary clas­
sifications.
Weather
Mild Pacific air will continue to 
dominate the Northwest through the 
weekend, meaning the skiers are out 
of luck. While there will be some 
mountain snow showers through the 
period, the odds are against any 
substantial snowfalls.
The Kaimin forecast is for mostly 
cloudy skies through the weekend, 
with occasional mountain snow 
showers and a chance of rain or 
snow showers in the valleys. Highs 
will be in the 30's and low 40’s with 





The Center for Student Development 
(CSD) was accepted last week for 
membership in the International As­
sociation of Counseling Services 
(IACS).
Fred Weldon, CSD director, said 
yesterday that IACS has accredited 
200 agencies and services which 
offer counseling for personal 
problems, occupations and careers, 
educational progress, developmen­
tal progress, and other personal 
c o n c e rn s  no t re q u ir in g  
psychotherapy.
Weldon said IACS will send an ac­
crediting team within the next two 
years to determine if CSD is meeting 
association requirements.
He said CSD was evaluated on 
criteria which included the quality of 
its staff, programs offered, physical 
facilities and status within the 
University.
•  A provision for press access to 
investigatory files upon a court 
case’s completion.
Most in the audience of journalists 
denounced the President's veto as a 
breach of open administration. Yet 
Ford kept regurgitating inane 
rationalizations, such as, “ I really 
don't think my veto suggests a dis­
credited policy of cover-ups as 
usual. Uncovering cover-ups has to 
be done without the help of any law, 
but by tough reporters and tough 
editors. (After that statement, even 
Von Hoffman shook his head 
woefully, covered his eyes and 
muttered “Oh, Jesus . . . ’’)
Ford made myriad presentation mis­
takes, too; and what he lacked in ac­
curacy was matched only by what he 
lacked in charisma. Jules Witcover of 
the Washington Post closed a ques­
tion with “Can you clear up exactly 
what the administration’s position is 
on a new gas tax?" Ford returned 
with “ I certainly will, Julias." (AP, in­
cidentally, in quoting Ford for their 
complete speech context, covered 
for him. They quoted Ford as correc­
tly saying “Jules.”) Later, in answer­
ing that same question, Ford had 
verbally re-located Sioux City to the 
state of South Dakota. (Sioux City is 
in Iowa)
Even still, Ford had in his own bum­
bling way demonstrated that he 
could handle the press. He could 
manipulate them under severe ques­
tioning in a sly “all-American” 
manner reminiscent of the now 
famous Nixonian tactics; but 
whereas Nixon had his omnipresent 
Lincoln bust, Ford has his personal 
apple-pie image.
In part, Ford demonstrated his ability 
to ward off the pressmen with a 
tenuous explanation of his FOI act 
veto—compromising his stand with a 
reference to the benefits of inacces- 
sability to the FBI’s files on com­
munism.
“ If opening such files had been 
proposed in the so-called McCarthy 
era,” Ford rationalized, “you would 
all have denounced it as exposing in­
nocent people to vicious rumor and 
unproven smears . . . , ” (Now what 
self-respecting reporter is going to 
combat anti-McCarthyism?)
The best ev idence of th is  
manipulation, however, can be found 
in the “Boy Scout” passage of the 
Phoenix speech.
Forrest Boyd of Mutual Broadcasting 
(to Ford): “Senator Dole suggests 
that you shed your Boy Scout image 
and get tough with Congress, and, if 
necessary, go over their heads to the 
people. What will be your tactics?”
Ford: “Let me preface the answer to 
the one part of your question: I was a 
Boy Scout. I’m proud of that ex­
perience. I have no apologies for it. I 
think they have done a great deal of
good for lots of young people, and 
I’m not going to back off from the five 
or six years that I enjoyed being a 
Boy Scout in doing the things that I 
think are good for America.
“Now, to answer your other question. 
I wish there’d be a lot more Boy 
Scouts . . . ”
Not only had he avoided the ques­
tion, Ford had given himself a star- 
spangled pat on the back in the 
process. Even still—as blatent and 
simple an evasion as it may have 
seemed—NONE of the questioners 
had caught on. A good but 
unanswered question lay in limbo, 
demanding of a committment and 
begging for a valid response. Yet no 
one give it the proper follow-up.
A good part of the blame for this 
oversight lay in the laps of the local 
reporters. Most had no real ex­
perience in questioning national af­
fairs. They were a group of crackly- 
voiced Ted Baxter actalikes, most of 
whom displayed keen senses of 
investigatory ignorance. (For exam­
ple, that previous evening I had in­
troduced myself to a Phoenix 
Republic photographer as “ Dan 
Rather, CBS News.” He didn’t bat an 
eye.)
Much like a group of inexperienced 
schoolboys on a first date, the atten­
ding local reporters had allowed 
their probes to be easily shunned. AS 
Von Hoffman was to point out in a
forum the following day, the only th­
ing about the conference worse than 
the answers were the questions.
As the last of Ford's insignificant 
words were finally spoken, most 
from the audience let loose a 
genuine sigh of relief. Nothing had 
really been said. Nothing monumen­
tal had been accomplished.
In fact, the only thing about Ford's 
manner of which I was totally certain 
was that it was an intriguingly decep­
tive one—for even though Ford had 
possibly handled the press under an 
innocent guise of ignorance, I could 
not but believe my orig inal 
assessment of Ford’s shallow­
mindedness to be well founded.
"Remember,” Don Gormley of the 
Chicago Daily News had once 
reminded, “no one ever accus'ed 
Jerry Ford of being smart.”
Perhaps Gormley was right. Perhaps 
Ford’s press manipulation was no 
more than a luckily stumbled-upon 
coincidence. For as Ford was es­
corted off heavily-guarded past a 
row of plastic grapefruit trees toward 
the exit and his awaiting helicopter, I 
found myself preoccupied with 
Lyndon Johnson’s quote concerning 
Ford’s incompetence. And as the 
president walked by flanked by 
secret servicemen and cheery 
onlookers, I could do no more than 
n o t ic e  th a t he w as n o t  





A phone call. A simple, 
ten-cent phone call for a cab could 
save your friend’s life.
If your friend has been 
drinking too much, he shouldn’t 
be driving.
The automobile crash is the 
number one cause of death of people 
your age. And the ironic thing is
that the drunk drivers responsible 
for killing young people are most 
often other young people.
Take a minute. Spend a 
dime. Call a cab. That’s all. If you 
can’t do that, drive him yourself. 
Or let him sleep on your couch.
We’re not asking you to be 
a doctor or a cop. Just a friend.
[ drunk  DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
I BOX 2345 I
| ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852 |
| i want to save a friend’s life.
. Tell me what else I can do.
• My name is________________________   I
I A d d r e s s  _____________ __
■ City--------------------State_______ Zip______  I
•YOUTH HIGHWAY SAFETY ADVISORY COMMITTEE
IF YOU LET A FRIEND DRIVE DRUNK,YOU’RE NO FRIEND. 0
I  S DEPARTMENT Ol IRANSPOK I’AI ION • NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFEIY ADMINISTRATION
Perspective on Volinkaty-City Hall feud
news
analysis
By Doug Hampton 
Montana Kaimin Reporter 
The long-running controversy 
between City Hall and Richard Volin- 
katy, Missoula police court judge, 
has grown with the press attention it 
has received.
Since his election in April 1973, 
Volinkaty has been in constant con­
flict with Alderman Fred Thomson 
and Fred Van Valkenberg, assistant 
c ity  a tto rn e y , 
abdut his judicial 
procedures and 
attitudes.
Si nee the controversy became public 
at the Nov. 18 City Council meeting, 
the Missoulian has carried at least 
nine stories related to the charges. 
The conflict also has prompted 
KGVO-TV newsman Larry Cooper in 
his One Man's Opinion editorial 
broadcast to chastise Volinkaty for 
abusing judicial power.
Despite the extensive press coverage 
it has received, the conflict has come 
no closer to resolution. Accusations 
are answered by more accusations.
When Van Valkenberg charged that 
Volinkaty "avoids the merits of cases 
that come before him,” Volinkaty ac­
cused Van Valkenberg of “ in­
competent" prosecution.
When Thomson said Volinkaty was 
“arrogant” and influenced by a “blind 
ego" in judicial decisions, Volinkaty 
called Thomson “conceited” and 
said he was “projecting” his own 
faults on others.
“petty political aims”
Volinkaty claimed that Thomson and 
Van Valkenberg are setting up a con­
flict between City Hall and him to 
further their own “petty political 
aims.”
He said Thomson plansto use him as 
an “issue" in running for city office. 
Van Valkenberg is irate because he is 
being forced to “do his job” by- 
prosecuting cases more fully, Volin­
katy said.
Van Valkenberg and 
charged that Volinkaty:
Thomson
dispenses cases in an arbitrary 
manner.
•  “undermines” city ordinances by 
no t im p le m e n tin g  s u ff ic ie n t 
“ punitive measures.”
•  does not work enough hours to 
review cases sufficiently.
Volinkaty works 20 hours a week and 
is paid $12,000 a year by the city.
For the past three weeks, the ac­
cusations and counter-accusations 
have become so heated that each 
party appears able or willing only to 
understand his own argument.
Volinkaty, “antagonized” by a city 
government that has “talked about 
getting rid of me from the day I got 
in,” has called the city attorney’s of­
fice “ incompetent" and the city 
council a “circus.”
Van Valkenberg, saying he has been 
frustrated in his attempts to get con­
victions in Volinkaty’s court, said he 
believed the police department was 
also frustrated.
Van Valkenberg charged that Volin­
katy’s administration of his court has 
caused "an unhealthy situation" 
where “the police feel they don’t get 
justice.”
“ I think the man has so destroyed the 
c o n f id e n c e  o f th e  p o lic e  
department” in.obtaining justice in 
his court that “the police may turn to 
getting justice in the street,” he said.
charges “unwarranted”
Ray Roehl, chief of police, said Van 
Valkenberg’s statements were 
“ unwarranted.”
“ If Fred Van Valkenberg is having a 
p e c u lia r  p rob lem  w ith  the  
prosecution in Volinkaty's court, it is 
no co n ce rn  o f the  p o lic e  
department,” he said.
“ Everything is going fine” between 
the police department and Volinkaty, 
Roehl said.
However, he said that he has had oc­
casional disagreements with the
judge, which are “a matter of course” 
in city government.
"When he got in, he instituted 
changes. And, since people are 
creatures of habit, these changes 
sometimes upset people, including 
the chief of police.. . .it is a matter of 
getting used to it,” Roehl said.
"The judge has a right to assert 
himself and change things, and who 
am I to say he can’t? he added.
Roehl said that the conflict has been 
"magnified beyond the facts” by the 
recent flurry of press attention.
“ I don’t like to see these articles 
taken out of perspective,”  he said.
Roehl said that Volinkaty, who is 29, 
may have problems because of inex­
perience.
perspective offered
Thomson has repeatedly charged 
that Volinkaty is “undermining” traf­
fic and dog license ordinances by not 
taking enough “punitive measures."
Alderman Bill Bradford offered 
perspective on both sides of the is­
sue.
“The main complaint with Thomson 
is that Volinkaty hasn't been tough 
enough on people who have violated 
dog license ordinances,” he said. “ I 
feel somewhat the same, but I don’t 
feel nearly as strongly as Mr. Thom­
son.”
Bradford, who is a member of the 
Streets and Traffic Committee, said 
the committee has never had any 
complaints on Volinkaty’s handling 
of traffic cases.
“ If an ordinance is not being en­
forced, it is not the judge’s fault. He 
interprets the ordinance,”  he said.
“ He administered the court the way 
he wanted,”  he said. “He is more 
concerned with the rights of the ac­
cused.”
Bradford said he believes that the 
conflict between Volinkaty, Thom­
son and Van Valkenberg is a 
personality conflict.
“ Egos have got to be a part of it. 
Volinkaty is a pretty intense guy . . . 
he feels strongly about what he is 
doing. Sometimes he acts in haste,” 
he said.
Bradford said he though a solution 
could be reached. “They are 
reasonable people,” he said.
law students give views
Further perspective on the situation 
was given by Joel Guthals and Joan 
Uda, seniors in law who worked with 
Volinkaty and Van Valkenberg this 
summer through the city attorney’s 
office.
Guthals answered the charge that 
Volinkaty dismisses cases in an 
“arbitrary” manner by explaining 
that “virtually all defendants are not
represented by counsel” in the police 
court.
Guthals said Volinkaty would "bend 
over backwards to help the defen­
dant,” which would be “ irritating” to 
a prosecutor.
He said Volinkaty protected defen­
dants in the interest of fairness.
“The thing I liked about Volinkaty as 
a judge was that he took the standard 
of ‘beyond a reasonable doubt' very 
seriously,” Uda said.
However, she said “at times he was a 
little heavy-handed on the local 
police, and sometimes he got im­
patient and upset, which I think is a 
matter of youth and lack of ex­
perience.”
Guthals and Uda praised Van 
Valkenberg for his ability and 
fairness.
“ Fred Van Valkenberg is doing a fine 
job,” Guthals said. “The judge is do­
ing a fine job, the police department 
is doing the best job it can They’re 
just not getting together.”
Uda added, “it would be a bad thing 
to lose Volinkaty.”
Group forming to study 
future UC requirements
Lockers placed in Library
Forty-four coin-return lockers, 
pu rchase d  w ith  A ssoc ia te d  
Students' Store profits, have been 
installed in the vestibule of the new 
library's lobby.
The lockers, which cost $2,367 and 
were installed Nov. 26 by Physical 
Plant workmen, cost five cents to use 
but return the nickel when the user 
replaces the key. The lockers are 
similar to the 10-cent lockers in the 
bookstore.
The money to fund the lockers was 
provided by the Associated 
Students’ Store Special Reserve 
Trust Fund. Since the bookstore is a 
non-profit business, any money 
earned that is not reinvested in the 
store is placed in this fund and used 
for projects which benefit the entire 
university community.
Money from the store reserve fund 
also paid for the tennis courts on 
campus.
The reserve fund committee ap­
proved the purchase last Jan. 23, ac­
cording to committee member Leroy 
Berven, junior in chemistry.
Persons with an interest in the future 
of the University Center are needed 
to form a Facilities Study Com­
mission (FSC) to advise Student 
Union Board (SUB) of future re­
quirements of the UC.
SUB ch a irm a n  Dan C obb, 
sophomore in political science, is 
forming the commission because 
SUB needs a committee to study re­
quests for space in the UC. The 
Montana Kaimin, the Student Action 
Center and the bookkeeper for 
ASUM want space in the UC, but 
space is limited.
The commission will consider ex­
pansion, remodeling and other op­
tions for increasing space in the UC 
to meet the needs of students ac­
tivities and interests, Cobb said.
FSC members should be interested 
in long-range planning, and should 
be level-headed with no pressing 
special interests, Cobb said.
No expertise is needed-, Cobb said, 
because the UC director and staff, 
the University arch itect and 
representatives from student groups 
will serve as advisers to the board. 
Persons interested in the com­
mission must contact Cobb in the 
ASUM office soon, as interviews 
should be completed before the 
SUB meeting Dec. 12.
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Need Help in Choosing Courses?
STUDENT ADVISERS TO HELP
UC Montana Rooms, 360 I and J 
M-F, Dec. 2-6, 2-5 P.M., 7-10 P.M.
worden's grqci iv “ f
Ice Cold 8 and 16 Gallon Kegs & Tappers |§
plus ig
Ice Cold 6-packs and Beer’s Best 
Buddies: Block Cheddar Cheese—$1.29 lb.
Cold Meats & Crackers
Open Daily 8 A.M. till Midnight :&
Corner of N. Higgins & Spruce
Outfitting & Packing
12th ANNUAL CLASS
Learn the art of packing 
horses and mules.
20 Hours of Instruction Winter Qtr.
Pre-Registration-Fee Required—Limited Number
CALL NOW 549-2820
JZUvIUZIRY • 1 9 7 5 .
s m r w r f s
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31
Small wall calendars are 
now available to members 
at the Credit Union. They 
can be picked up at the of­
fice or mailed to your 
home or office.
FLIPPER’S BILLIARDS
125 South Third West
75$ Pitchers Friday & Saturday night only 












Wed. Dec. 11 4 p .m .
Room 107 W.C.
For Further Information Contact 
Mavis Lorenz, H.P.E.R. Dept.
By Larry Elkin 
Montana Kaimin Writer
So you want to be an actor? Before 
you start drooling over visions of 
your name in lights, you had better 
do some serious thinking. Acting— 
and the whole world of theatrics that 
goes with it—is not all it is made out 
to be.
It is a lot of work. By the time you 
start learning the history of theater, 
acting technique, stagecraft (such as 
making costumes and scenery), 
makeup and the many other facets of 
modern-day performance you will 
either be appalled at what is in store, 
or hooked.
Acting is not the easy way to get rich, 
either. Most aspiring performers 
never even come close to ‘making it 
big.’ and the stereotype of the starv­
ing actor living in a tiny room in 
Greenwich Village comes closer to 
being true than the stereotyped life 
style of the big Hollywood stars.
But there is “a fascination with the 
theater—once you have participated 
in it, you just have to do it again.” 
That, at least, is the explanation 
offered by Richard James, drama 
department chairman, when asked 
why so many people try to make a 
career of acting in spite of the odds.
The Drama Department is full of 
people who have been "bitten by the 
bug,” James says. Many of these 
students will make a career of acting 
or other forms of theater work, 
although very few will become 
famous. And even those few will 
probably have to wait for many years
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
BLONDIE, YOU 60TTA 
ADMIT, 6INNYS BEING 
MI6HTY thNTRARY, R fflfr?  
I  MEAN, THE&RES JUST 
NOT LOOKIN'AT ALL THE 
ADVANTA6ES OF H A W  MB 
AROUND!
AND IT  UH.. CLYDE, iM  
AIN 'T LIKE I'M  NOT SURE YOU’VE 
EVEN CLOSE TO REALLY TRIED TO 
BAP-LOOKIN,' UNDERSTAND HER




before receiving their ‘big break.’ For 
one former University of Montana 
student the break arrived not too 
long ago. His name is Carroll O’Con­
nor.
James views the drama department 
here as unique in several ways. It is 
unusually large for a university of 
only 8,500 undergraduate students. 
It has a well-qualified faculty, 
although the faculty members are 
ove rw orked and re la tive ly  
underpaid.
Another strong point in the program 
is the heavy student participation. 
Unlike larger universities where 
competition for performance op­
portunities is fierce, UM students 
have many chances to perform, even 
as freshmen or sophomores. This is 
unheard of in other universities.
James says that University support 
of the program is at an "acceptable" 
level, given the many budget 
problems these days. But the drama 
department is severely handicapped 
by the poor facilities of the Fine Arts 
Building, he said.
Originally a student union, the build­
ing today has the atmosphere of an 
overs ized m ausoleum . The 
department is faced losing ac­
creditation unless they get a new 
building, and a new building is in the
distant future. In the meantime the 
drama department has been allowed 
space i n the Women’s Center, the old 
library and the Venture Center, thus 
scattering the classes all over the 
campus. Performers are forced to 
rehearse in hallways, theater lobbies 
and “just anywhere we can find 
space,” said one student.
The problems with the scene shop 
are typical. The shop is located in a 
small room directly beneath the 
stage in the University Theater, and it 
has only a normal-sized ceiling. The 
doors are also no larger than normal. 
This causes problems, since massive 
pieces of scenery must be made up in 
small units and assembled on stage, 
rather that in one or several large 
pieces.
James mentioned, a bit wistfully, that 
the University of Minnesota has just 
opened a new theater complex which 
has four stages and one of the finest 
sound systems available. But 
Minnesota’s drama department, like 
many other schools of that size, sim­
ply cannot handle students on the 
same sort of individual level that is 
practiced here, James said.
Students, especially upperclassmen, 
are very much involved in operating 
the department. Linda Lehman, for 
example, is the head of publicity,
Wilderness group to meet
The annual convention of the Mon­
tana Wilderness Association will 
begin at 1 p.m. today at the Florence 
Motor Inn.
Registration for the three-day 
convention begins at 10 a.m. today. 
Scheduled events include a dis­
cussion on strip mining and power
plants at Colstrip, a slide show on big 
horn sheep and a flim called Alaska.
The keynote speech will be delivered 
by Mike Frame, an author and former 
editor of Field and Stream, at 9:10 
a.m. tomorrow. Discussion that day 
will deal with cross-country skiing, 






complete w ith rechargaMe 
battery pack and AC  
adapter/charger.
Perhaps one of thg most sophisticated hand-held calculators 
ever developed. The SR-50 performs all classical slide rule 
functions and has a complete algebraic keyboard. Versatile 
electronic memory allows storage and recall of numbers, plus 
sum mode for accumulation to memory. Bright, easy to read 
14-character display.
Its many features and functions are too numerous to detail 





serves as a representative on the 
Dean’s Advisory Council and ex­
pects to graduate this year.
The students handling publicity are 
not journalism majors, and Lehman 
feels that this sometimes works 
against them since many advertising 
courses are not open to non­
journalism majors. But she and her 
staff try to get word out about the 
many events in the department as 
best they know how.
Primarily, she tries to emphasize a 
show’s strong points, and to clear up 
misconceptions about it. For exam­
ple, she said they tried to accent the 
highly visual aspects of “The Bac- 
chae” while convincing people that it 
was not just another dull version of a 
Greek classic.
Lehman says she is generally satis­
fied with the training she has 
received here, although she says the 
building problem is "no joke.” She is 
especially pleased with the op­
portunity for students to direct their 
own workshop productions. She 
says she has been able to work 
closely with faculty members in 
arranging these performances.
Freshmen play an unusually large 
role in the department. There are two 
degrees from which they may 
choose, a B. A. or B.F.A. The B.F.A. 
candidates follow a more intensive 
program, and their work is evaluated 
after the first year. At that time they 
are either encouraged to continue or 
urged to change to a B.A. or to a 
different field.
IELECTRONICS
W kits for Christmas
—easy sew it yourself Kits to make
*  Jackets & hoods
*  Booties & mitts
*  Pants
*  Sleeping bags —Gift Certificates
*  Rain gear
*  Back pack gear
*  Comforters & pillows
*  Tents
BERNINA Sewing Machine Sales
108’/2W. Main 549-2811
Til Christmas—open Friday until 9:00 p.m.
We have seamstresses who 
will sew these kits for a small charge.
Walt Frazier Says:
If there was a 
hi-fi playoff, 
Pioneer would win.
( ( P IO N E E R
Only one cassette 
deck stacks up with 
the best components.
0i!> P I O N E E R ’ 
CT-7171 Front loading 
Cassette Deck
Finally there's a cassette deck that does justice to the best 
receivers and amplifiers. Pioneer’s new CT-7171 has per­
formance that rivals the finest open-reel tape equipment, 
plus new versatility and convenience with all controls and 
illuminated tape compartment on the front panel. Stack 
other components above and below if you like. Features 
Dolby noise reduction, level limiter, peak level indicator, 
VU meters, switchable bias and equalization to match any 
tape, memory rewind, automatic tape-end stop, pause con­
trol, skip button for audible monitoring, plus many other 
features to make it the finest cassette deck yet produced. 
$369.95
ELECTRONIC PARTS CO.
1030 South Avenue West Across from Fairgrounds 
Phone 543-3119
Power lines may cross Montana
By Kathy Mensing 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Montana faces the possibility of hav­
ing 514 miles of high-voltage 
transmission lines cross the state 
within the next five years.
The lines will cross many acres of 
private property in their route from 
Colstrip to Spokane. Existing high- 
voltage lines have brought varied 
responses from those living near 
them. Some people are not bothered 
by the lines, while others strongly 
oppose the construction of new elec­






THE BONNEVILLE POWER Administration owns this 500 kilovolt transmis­
sion line in the Bitterroot Valley near Thompson Falls. Similar power lines 
may cover 514 miles of Montana In the next five years, If Colstrip units 3 and 4 
are constructed. (Montana Kalmln photo by Tom Levno)
Early next year the state Department 
o f N atura l Resources and 
Conservation will issue a final En­
vironmental Impact Statement on the 
proposed construction of two 700- 
megawatt coal-fired electrical 
generation plants, Colstrip3 and 4, at 
Colstrip.
In that statement the department will 
either grant or deny the building 
permit for the plants.
If Montana Power Company (MPC) 
is granted permission to construct 
the two generating plants, two 430- 
mile-long 500-kilovolt (KV) transmis­
sion lines will also be built.
The MPC lines will run from Colstrip 
to Hot Springs where they will be 
joined with twin lines built by the 
Bonneville Power Administration 
(BPA). The BPA lines will run for 165 
miles from Hot Springs to Spokane. 
About 84 miles of the BPA line will be 
in Montana.
If approval is received, MPC would
build one 500-KV line between mid- 
1975 and mid-1978. The second line 
would be built between mid-1976 
and mid-1979.
Gordon Brandenburger, an elec­
trical engineer in BPA's Kalispell dis­
trict, said the BPA had planned to 
build the Hot Springs-Spokane line 
in 1985. Plans for Colstrip 3 and 4 
have pushed the construction date 
up to 1978 or 1979, he said.
One 500-KV line was constructed in 
the lower Clark Fork Valley two years 
ago by BPA. This line, which runs 
from Hot Springs to Thompson Falls 
and then out of the state, draws mix­
ed reactions from the people living 
nearby.
living under the lines
Paul Harlow, a tree and cattle farmer, 
lives under a MPC 230-KV line near 
Thompson Falls. Harlow said the line 
is a nuisance to him. Many of his 
complaints would apply to a 500-KV 
line because both lines use the same 
type of towers.
The 300-foot-wide right-of-way was 
stripped of timber, reducing the 
capacity of Harlow’s tree farm. He 
said the towers reduce land produc­
tivity and are bothersome to go 
around during field work.
Harlow and other farmers complain 
that the public uses the access roads 
beneath the lines even though the 
roads are on private land.
“They think the roads are a public 
thoroughfare because the power 
company owns them," Harlow said.
A MPC booklet, A n s w e rs  to  Y o u r  
Q u e s t io n s  A b o u t  th e  5 0 0 -K V  
C o ls tr lp -H o t S p r in g s  T ra n s m is s io n  
L ine , states that the landowner gran­
ting the company the right to use his 
land “ retains all other rights and 
privileges of ownership.” Therefore, 
the line corridors are not open to 
public traffic.
The MPC booklet says that it is pos­
sible for a person to experience a 
static electric shock by touching the 
metal equipment which is insulated 
from the ground by rubber tires. The 
equipment is parked under the line.
Harlow said such shocks are “not too 
bad if you are expecting them,” but 
said they could smart and surprise a 
person who was not expecting them.
Harlow said he had one hired man 
who received a shock while unload­
ing irrigation pipe from a truck.
. “ He walked right up to the house, got 
his paycheck and left,” Harlow said.
Although the utilities claim most 
types of irrigation are safely con­
ducted beneath the lines, Harlow 
said he would not like to try it.
The BPA 500-KV line runs across the 
property of Earl Oliver. Oliver said, 
"They can go across again if they
•  co n t. o n  p a g e  7
Tax course set 
at UM next week
A course on income tax preparation 
will be offered next week by the 
University of Montana Division of Ex­
tension and Continuing Education.
The course will be from 7 to 10 p.m. 
Tuesday through Thursday, with a 
workshop from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Saturday, Dec. 14.
Michael Brown, assistant professor 
of accounting and finance, will teach 
the course in Business Ad. 111.
The course will cover filing re­
quirements and status, personal ex­
emptions, adjustments to gross in­
come, standard deductions, capital 
gains and losses, income averaging, 
retirement income credit, self-em­
ployment taxes and the 1040 
amended income tax form.
Registration for the non-credit 
course will be at the first class Tues­
day, Dec. 12, and the cost is $42.
FOOS BALL
Tournament
UC Rec Center 
Dec. 8
Prizes of
48 Bottles of Wine
1 Christmasn
| Gifts and |
Items A
Gift Boxes of 1
▼  •  Sausage • Cheese 
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| Biq Cneese 1
P H O N E  728*4039 1  
A  I  H O L I D A Y  V I L L A G E  M A L L  A 
J  M I S S O U L A .  M T .  59801
S P E C I A L T I E S
a t  E m m a u s  R o a d  
ABBACCHIO—$6.25




(Meat and cheese filled pasta)
8R33
Old World Cookin
OUTH AVENUE WEST •  SERVING TUES.
CHRISTMAS CHARTER
THERE ARE ONLY A 
FEW SEATS REMAINING 
ON THE NEW YORK FLIGHT
DON’T FORGET—Balance Payments 
due before Dec. 10.




Ask About Our Platoon Leaders Class
THE MARINES
Are Looking for College Men
$100 a month for a few 
good men in college. 
And a chance to earn a 







We're looking fo r a few good-men.. .quality not quantity 
... we want college men Who want to become 
leaders in an elite force of extraordinary men... men 
who don't look for shortcuts and won't accept 
compromises.. .men who can accept a challenge 
and match it with determination.
Leader of Men. Officer of Marines.




MARINE OFFICER SELECTION TEAM 
5C Fort Douglas Blvd.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84113
I would like further information on Marine Officer Programs.





CITY ___ STATE. ZIP.
COLLEGE YEAR
DATE OF BIRTH
I am particularly interested: . Ground Officer Programs 
. Aviation Programs 
. Law Program
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Power lines’ effect on land below
•  cont. from page 6
want. If it wasn’t necessary, then I'd 
say no, but it is necessary for the 
public good to use the things of this 
earth."
Although he said he does not like the 
idea that BPA— a federally owned 
utility— does not pay taxes on its 
to w e rs  a n d  c a n  h a v e  la n d  
condemned in order to construct the 
lines, Oliver said that BPA paid well 
for the right to build on his property. 
He said the electric utility paid better 
than a petroleum company which 
runs a pipe through his property.
“It doesn’t do any good to squawk,” 
Oliver said, “because if they w ant it 
they’ll do it."
“hum and crackle”
A  complaint voiced by many people 
living near the 500-K V line is about 
the noise it creates when there is 
moisture in the air.
Mr. Martin Dykstra said the “hum and 
crackle" of the lines is “scary.”
Harlow said one of his neighbors 
moved because the noise was so 
bothersome.
Harry Billings, who lives a quarter of 
a mile from the line, said “W hen it’s 
raining and full of moisture the line 
sounds like a river gone w ild .”
The people of the Clark Fork Valley 
have not been affected by this 
problem because a nearby television 
signal booster raises the frequency  
of the signals above the interference 
level
M PC defense
In its booklet on the lines, M PC lists 
some ways the company will attempt 
to m itigate detrimental effects of line 
construction and operation:
•  It will elim inate radio and 
television interference problems, if 
they arise, on a case-by-case basis.
•  O w n ers  w ill be paid  th e  
commercial value of marketable  
trees that must be removed during 
line construction.
•  All permanent ungrounded struc­
tures, such as fences, will be 
grounded when the lines are built to 
prevent nuisance shocks.
•  The actual market value of all land 
covered by the right of way and an 
additional payment for each tower 
located on the land will be paid at the 
tim e the owner signs the right-of- 
way agreement.
•  Physical damage, such as the loss 
of crops or grass and the reseeding 
cost, resulting from construction or 
maintenance, will be paid.
B la ir R icks, M P C  m ark e tin g  
representative for the Missoula of­
fice, said the market value of the land 
for the line corridor will be 
determined by a registered ap­
praiser. M PC  will hire a firm to obtain 
the right of way, he said.
In settling interference complaints, 
Ricks said signal tests will be taken 
before and after line construction. 
Where there are valid complaints, 
signal boosters for both radio and 
television will be installed, he said.
SPECIAL OFFERING
FUNDAMENTALS OF TAX PREPARATION
Learn how to prepare your own individual tax return! No background 
in accounting or tax preparation necessary. Topics to be covered in­
clude filing requirements and status, personal exemptions, adjustments 
to gross income, standard deductions, capital gains and losses, income 
averaging, retirement income credit, self-employment taxes and the 
1040 amended form.
Register at the first class meeting December 10, 7:00 p.m. in the Busi­
ness Administration Building, Room 11,1. The fee is $42.00.
Another Clark Fork Valley land- 
owner, Henry Gill, said the land he 
bought for industrial use was cut in 
half by the BPA line.
“You don’t get reimbursed fo ra  10th 
of the loss," he said.
Gill expressed concern about the 
possible harmful effects of radiation 
and ozone gases from the lines.
The draft environmental Impact 
Statement on the Colstrip construc­
tion and the building of the 430-m ile  
twin 500-KV lines was issued Nov. 26 
■ by the state Department of Natural 
. Resources and Conservation.
The statement reported studies 
which indicate “that a given concen­
tration of ozone will cause dam age to  
vegetation. Research is needed . . . 
to determine what concentration  
levels will injure native and crop 
vegetation.”
The state's environmental impact 
statement shows that the lines may 












I ravel International 
Inc.
“Specialists in Personal Service"
2210 Brooks, Guardian Bldg. 
Phone: 721-2444 
9:30-9 PM,
Monday thru Friday 
Saturday by Appointment
DATES: December 10, 11, 12 (7:00 to 10:00 p.m.)
December 14 (9:00 to 5:00 p.m.)
INSTRUCTOR: Mike Brown, CPA, UM Professor of 
Accounting, 243-2233
SPONSORS: Center for Continuing Education and Summer Programs. 
Call: 243-2900 U of M Federal Credit Union.
Call: Jim Huggins, 243-2331
THE U OF M FEDERAL CREDIT UNION  
Will Subsidize $20.00 
of the Fee from the
FIRST 15 MEMBERS
To Sign Up for the Course!
CALL THE CREDIT UNION 
TO QUALIFY FOR THE SUBSIDY
RISHASHAY
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The United Mine W orkers signed a new contract Thursday that union offi­
cials said would send coal miners back to the pits by M onday. Acceptance of 
the new contract ended a four-w eek strike that threatened to dissrupt further 
the nation’s faltering economy.
The House Judiciary Com mittee com pleted its hearings yesterday on Nelson  
Rockefeller’s nomination to be vice president and set it for a vote next week. 
Com mittee approval of the nomination appears certain, with only about 10 of 




S C 4JN D  PR O JEC T
300 AMfFM STEREO RECEIVER
This versatile and well-made receiver is the perfect way to 
get started in real high fidelity. Wide FM dial with tuning 
meter and smooth-as-silk control knob plus sensitive and 
selective FET circuitry provides crisp, clear reception of 
all broadcast signals. There’s more than enough power for 
almost any efficient speaker system in normal listening 
rooms. A wide range of connections handles turntable, tape 
deck, auxiliary, 2 pairs of speakers. H e a d - A ^ ^ W ^ f c A K  
phone jack. Illuminated dial. V i
Including cabinet.
Hear the big sound 
ol hi-fi at a budget price.
CiD P IO N E E R *  Project 60  
2-way Speaker System
Ideal for any moderate powered stereo system, this 
2-way speaker system offers rich, solid bass, a mellow 
midrange and sharp, crisp highs. The key is the per­
fectly matched combination of an 8-inch woofer, with 
minimum distortion, and a 2 V2 -inch aluminum die cast 
horn tweeter that provides crystal-clear highs with 
smooth, flat frequency response and wide dispersion. 
Handsomely housed in a compact, wood grain cabi­
net with decorator-styled removable grille. 8 ohms.
20 watts peak. ^  M  A  9 5
each*79
X-M AS KAIM IN  SPECIAL
with purchase of Sound Project 
300 Receiver you may buy 
one (1) Project 60 Speaker 
and get one (1) FREE.
ELECTRONIC PARTS CO.
1030 South Avenue West Across from Fairgrounds 
Phone 543-3119
‘Jeremiah Johnson’ a ‘light’ epic UM basketball team to face 
Arizona Sun Devils tonightBy Norm Conn 
Montana Kaimin Reviewer
Jerimiah Johnson, Wilma, Dec. 3-10.
A knowledgable friend of mine once 
said that books, films and other as­
sorted media about mountain men 
were doomed to failure because of 
the inherent romantic conceptions 
held by authors and directors.
I’ve seen this infliction circulating in 
other “western” films and, after see­
ing Jeremiah Johnson, I’m inclined 
to agree once again.
Not that I didn't like the movie, I just 
didn’t like the film.
Being a story on becoming a moun­
tain man, Jeremiah has little concern 
for the numerical status of the years, 
let alone the days. Seasons that flow 
from one to the other should be his 
concern. Unfortunately, this is not 
the concern of the film and one is 
never really sure what season one is 
in the midst of.
“Our real client is the Bill of 
Rights.”— Melvin Wulf, director of 
the American Civil Liberties Union
On a hunting trip in a single day, he 
can be down in a valley in mild, sunny 
weather, only to wind up on a peak 
during a blizzard. Being from Mon­
tana, I know the radical nature of the 
weather and, though this film was 
done in Utah, it carries this extremity 
in weather a bit tQO far.
In the west it is possible to tell winter 
from summer on a day-to-day basis.
Was there an ending to this film, or 
did the Wilma simply run out of 
reels?
Throughout the latter half of
The University of Montana Opera 
Workshop will present "An Evening 
of Comic Opera,” at 8 p.m. tonight in 
the UM Music Recital Hall.
The program will feature acts and 
scenes from a number of produc­
tions including “Hansel and Gretel” 
by Humperdinck; “Martha” by 
Flotow; "The Marriage of Figaro” by 
Mozart; "The Merry Wives of
Jeremiah Johnson, he gains a 
reputation with the natives for being 
one mean son-of-a-bitch. Visualize if 
you will, the screen juxtaposed with 
Robert Redford killing one native 
after another; how virile and real!
Who is the native seen at the end of 
the film? An enemy Redford is about 
to kill? A friend waving hello? The  
producer waving good-bye?
For light, harm less, glossy  
entertainment this film fits the bill 
and, for those who are so inclined, 
(kids will love it) Jeremiah Johnson 
is for you.
Windsor” by Nicolai; “The Barber of 
Seville” by Rossini, and “La Boheme" 
by Puccini.
The UM Opera Workshop is under 
the direction of Esther England and 
John Mount.
The program, which is sponsored by 
the UM School of Fine Arts and 
Department of Music, is open to the 
public free of charge.
The University of Montana basket­
ball team, suffering from a “guard 
crisis,” will oppose - Arizona State 
University tonight in the Sun Devil 
Classic at Tempe, Ariz.
Guards Mark Nord and Ben DeMers 
will not play in the tournament 
because of injuries. Nord sprained 
an ankle in Tuesday night’s win over 
the (College of Great Falls and will be 
out for at least three weeks.
DeMers, receovering from a broken 
foot, is expected to be back in action 
when the Grizzlies begin conference 
play in January.
“Arizona State is not exactly the club 
we want to play right now with our 
guard situation,” said head coach 
Jud Heathcote.
Arizona State used a full-court press 
to bomb Whittier College, 103-67, in 
their season opener. The Sun Devil 
press forced 43 turnovers by the 
California school.
Heathcote will start Tom  Peck and 
Mike R. Richardson at guard tonight. 
Eric Hays and Larry Smedley will
probably be starting at forward, 
while Ken McKenzie will start at 
center. Heathcote also indicated that 
Tim Blaine, along with Hays, may be 
called upon to help bring the ball up- 
court, should the Sun Devils decide 
to press.
If the Grizzlies win tonight, they will 
play the winner of the Nebraska- 
Long Beach State game for the 
championship on Saturday.
“Some men look at constitutions 
with sanctimonious reverence, and 
deem them like the ark of the 
covenant, too sacred to be touched. 
They ascribe to the men of the 
preceding age a wisdom more than 
human, and suppose what they did 
is beyond amendment. I know the 
age well; I belonged to it, and 
labored with it . . .  It was very like 
the present, but without the ex­
perience of the present; and forty 
years of experience is worth a cen­
tury of book-reading.”—Thomas 
Jefferson
‘Comic Opera’ begins tonight
This Christmas,
ask for a gin  
for a lifetim e.
The HP-35 Electronic Slide Rule.
Performs all basic arithmetic, trig and log 
calculations automatically. Has an 
Addressable Memory, displays 10 digits 
infixed decimal or scientific, notation, 
automatically positions decimal 
point throughout its 200-decade 
range. Cost, $225?
The HP-65 Fully Programmable
The world's only fully programmable pocket 
calculator. You can write, edit and record 
programs up to 100-steps long. You can 
take advantage of HP pre-recorded 
programs, so you gain the speed/ 
accuracy benefits of programming 
without writing your own.
Performs 51 pre-programmed 
functions. Cost, $795?
The HP-80 financial. 
Performs virtually all time/money 
calculations in seconds. Has a 
200-year calendar, an Address­
able Memory. Lets you make 
new kinds of manage­
ment calculations 










metic, rectangular to 
polar conversion, mean and standard ’ 
deviation. Has 9 Addressable 
Memories. At $325? it's the pre-pro­
grammed calculator for all scientists, 










rowing and saving calculations 
— precisely, quickly, easily. A 
Financial Memory Bank lets you 
enter numbers in any order and 
change them anytime. Has 2 
Addressable Memories and a very 
affordable" price, $275?
*AII HP pocket calculators have Hewlett-Packardls patented 
RPN logic system with 4  Memory Stack. Prices exclude state 
and local taxes.
Make this a special Christmas. Ask for an instrument crafted tp last your 
working lifetime and designed to solve the problems you can expect to encounter 
throughout that lifetime.
A  Hewlett-Packard pocket calculator is a gift for a lifetime.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS’ STORE
University of Montana 
M-F 8-5 P.M., Sat., 9-2 
We Honor Mastercharge
Committee formed for arboretum Threat seen in foreign competition
Campus Development Committee  
(C D C ) chairman Harry Fritz ap­
pointed a seven-member sub­
committee yesterday to study the 
p o ssib le  co n s tru c tio n  of an  
arboretum at the University.
An arboretum is a place for the study 
and exhibition of trees.
The subcommittee will attem pt to 
find out how many different species 
of trees are on campus, study 
different funding proposals and 
decide whether University officials 
should ask the state legislature to 
classify UM as an official location for 
a state arboretum, Fritz said.
The subcommittee will follow  
gen era l g u id e lin e s  from  the
Trivia time arrives
Television Trivia: Ten questions to 
keep you well-boggled over the 
weekend: (Answers Tuesday).
•  Who was the guitar-playing host of 
television’s Mousketeer Club?
•  What is the identification number 
on Star Trek's star-ship Enterprise?
•  Who played Papino on the comedy 
series The Real McCoys?
•  What were the names of the seven 
s h ip w re c k e d  c h a ra c te rs  on  
Gilligan's Island?
•  For whom did George Jetson work 
in the cartoon The Jetsons?
•  In The Dick Van Dyke Show, what 
was son Richie Petrie’s middle 
name?
•  Who starred in M-Squad?
•  What were the restrictions for 
showing Elvis Presley on the Ed 
Sullivan Show?
•  Who supplied the voice of the car 
in My M other the Car?
•  On what television western did 
Hoagy Carmichael co-star?
Input is requested 
on Indian Studies
The Faculty Senate Committee  
wants student comments on possible 
courses for the University's Native 
American Studies Program (NASP), 
George Woodbury, chairman of the 
NASP committee, said yesterday.
The committee started work last 
month to consider the academic  
nature of the program, requirements 
for the program and the needs of 
Native American students, W ood­
bury said.
Issues that the committee will be 
working on include references to 
Native Americans in the new state 
constitution and the Com mittee on 
P o s t -S e c o n d a r y  E d u c a t io n ’s 
rec o m m e n d a tio n s  co n c e rn in g  
Native Americans and their relation 
to the University.
Also under consideration is a new  
state law which will require that 
teachers on or near reservations take 
a course in Native American culture  
by 1979.
Any student with comments on the 
program may contact Woodbury, 
who is an associate professor of 
chemistry.
arboretum plan established at the 
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, in 
1961 by the Utah state legislature. 
The University of Utah has over 300 
species and 5,500 trees in its 
arboretum.
Fritz appointed the following 
persons to the arboretum sub­
committee: James Faurot, associate
UM skydivers 
land 13th spot
The University of Montana Silvertip 
Skydivers placed 13th in over-all 
competition at the NCAA Skydiving 
Championships in Deland, Fla., over 
the Thanksgiving holiday.
The four-man team, composed of 
Jon Andrus, sophomore in business; 
Don Fisher, junior in business; Scott 
Spraycar, freshman in general 
studies, and Bob Murray, junior in 
Russian, placed fifth in the team - 
maneuvering event.
The U.S. M ilitary Academy placed 
first in the over-all competition with 
the Air Force Academy taking  
second. South Carolina, the first- 
place civilian school, took third in the 
meet.
Andrus said the UM  skydivers were 
expecting the other 46 college teams 
to make a lot of mistakes.
However, the fully funded schools 
improved over last year and gave 
them stronger competition.
Andrus said the Silvertips, financed 
by A S U M  and  th e  M issou la  
Mavericks, competed against teams 
that had between $4,000 to $8,000 
allocated to them by their schools.
The Tips placed eleventh over-all 
and second in the team maneuvering 
event last year at Southern Illinois 
University.
Free plays offered
The drama department will present 
five plays and one dance production 
in its Workshop Series, Dec. 9 to 13. 
The productions are directed and 
produced by students.
The dance production of various 
student work will be presented by the 
Montana Dance Com pany Dec. 12, in 
the W om en’s Center gym.
The plays will be performed in the 
Masquer Theater.
Raft of the Medusa by Georg Kaiser 
will be presented Monday. Tw o one- 
a c ts , H o m e  F re e  a n d  T h e  
Shoemaker's Prodigious Wife, will be 
performed Wednesday.
To celebrate Friday the 13, Rod 
Serling's The Messiah on Main Street 
and Anton Chekhov's On the High 
Road  will be presented.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. Admission is 
free.
A free lecture entitled “Ourselves 
and our Bodies,” will be in the 
W om en’s Resource Center Tuesday 
at 7:30 p.m. The lecture will be 
presented by speakers from the 
Health Service, Planned Parenthood 
and Women's Place.
professor in forestry; J. A. Parker, 
director of University facilities; 
Sherman Preece, chairman of the 
botany department; John Crowley, 
c h a irm an  of the g e o g ra p h y  
department; Evan Denney, assistant 
professor in geography; James 
Habeck, professor in botany, and 
Robert Lange, associate professor in 
forestry.
Rudyard Goode, dean of the School 
of Business, asked the C D C  to  
allocate funding for a student 
lounge, a small amphitheater and 
more classroom and office space for 
th e  business a d m in is tra tio n  
department.
G o o d e  said g ra d u a te  school 
enrollment has increased this year 
by 25 to 33 per cent and business 
school enrollment is up five per cent 
from last year.
Women competing
The University of Montana w om en’s 
volleyball team will close its season 
this weekend at the Northwest Area 
T o u r n a m e n t  in P u l l m a n ,  
Washington.
The UM  squad, with a record of 4 -21- 
1, will face 11 teams from throughout 
the Northwest.
The teams will be divided into two  
six-man leagues, termed Crimson  
and Gray leagues. Each league will 
have a round-robin competition and 
the teams will be ranked by their 
records. After a team has played, it 
will face a team from the other league 
with a corresponding record.
The UM squad, scheduled for the 
Gray league, will play five matches 
on Saturday.
Every year, following the NCAA  
cross country championships, the 
top 35 runners in the United States 
are given All-Am erican honors.
It was the same this year. However, 
12 of this years 25 athletes were not 
Americans.
Coach Harley Lewis said the foreign 
athlete has been around for a long 
time, but he wasn’t a problem until 
the spring of 1973;
Before that time, the NCAA had a rul­
ing governing the age of all contes­
tants. Then in 1973 the ruling was 
found to be unconstitutional and was 
stricken from the rule books, Lewis 
said.
KUFM airs plays
A weekly series of plays adapted for 
radio are presented by the UM drama  
department every Thursday night at 
10:30 on K UFM -FM , which broad­
casts at 89.1 kilohertz.
Charles Starzynski, sophomore in 
drama and a director of the series, 
said he expects the plays to be aired 
at least until the end of next quarter.
Starzynski said the plays are 
presented by students and staff in 
the drama department and “any  
other interested persons.”
The program emphasizes original 
plays by local authors, Starzynski 
said. He said he hoped anyone who  
has written a script and would like’to  
have it played on the air would con­
tact him immediately because the  
series needs more original plays.
Starzynski said the series will 
present A. A. M ilne’s The House at 
Pooh Corner as a Christmas 
children’s special in two or three 
weeks'
Since then, there has been a trem en­
dous influx of older athletes between 
the ages of 25 and 30 converging on 
the cross country scene.
Lewis said, “The main concern is that 
for every foreign athlete competing it 
limits the opportunity for an 
American citizen to com pete."  
“College coaches don’t bring in 
young Americans and train them, 
they bring in older and more ex­
perienced foreign athletes," he said. 
"Older athletes don’t take as much 
coaching, time and money as the 
young Americans.”
Coach Lewis said the main sports 
doing the recruiting are ice hockey, 
soccer and track. He said Ireland, 
England and Kenya are the best 
markets for the large amount of track 
contestants.
“The problem with this sort of 
recruiting is that it puts the 
nationalistic trend in the back seat," 
Lewis said.
Ball begins tonight
The 58th Annual Foresters’ Ball will 
feature the Kajsha Ohman Band 
tonight and Saturday.
The event, which will be held in the 
M en’s Gymnasium, will also feature  
activities such as dancing, a photo  
booth which can accom m odate large 
and small groups of people and a 
group of law students, who will grant 
one-day divorces and marriages.
Free soft drinks and food will be 
available at the Ball and door prizes 
will be given away tonight.
Tickets for $6 per couple are  
available in the University Center 
Mall and at the door.
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•  60-Day OTC EXCHANGE
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•  DELUXE CARRYING CASE
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140 E. Broadway 
P.O. Box 1567 Phone 728-5780
Hours: Daily ’til 9 P.M.—Sat. 9-9 P.M.—Sun. 12-5 P.M. Missoula, Montana
‘Death Wish’ hails sweet revenge UM wrestling coach realistic 
about chances for Big Sky titleBy Dennis Morin 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Death Wish, World, Dec. 2-9.
Hey, pardner! The film Death Wish is 
in town. Go see it.
Charles Bronson, who stars in this 
big-city western, is at his best as he 
shoots the hell out of nigs, spies and 
other degenerate riff raff.
But, wait a minute. W hy the hell 
shouldn’t this guy blow the hell out of 
everybody who looks cross-eyed at 
him? After all, three low-life bimbos 
murdered and raped his middle 
class, bourgeois wife who, coin­
cidentally, is played by middle class, 
bourgeois Hope Lange.
It says right in the Bible, an eye for an 
eye. So this Bronson-type has every 
right to seek revenge for the murder 
of his w ife . . .  especially when his vic­
tims are mostly low-rent types from  
“downtown" anyway.
And besides, none of the guys Bron­
son wastes had anything to do with
the m urder of his wife, not to mention 
the fact that Bronson literally incites 
most of his victims to violence before 
he puts them out of their misery.
All philosophising aside, the basic 
question you have to ask yourself is, 
does the film Death Wish run anim al- 
type thrills through your guts?
Sure, it’s cruel for three listless bas- 
tafrds to rape and murder a man’s wife 
for no apparent reason. Secretly, 
some of us would be more than glad 
to see Bronson get revenge on these 
bums.
B u t . . .  and here's the word; anyone 
. who advocates what Bronson does 
on the screen is basically uncivilized 
and potentially dangerous to the rest 
of mankind.
After we get our thrills by seeing 
Bronson blow these folks away in 
sweet revenge, we must realize that 
what he does is wrong, wrong, 
wrong.
In a civilized (I hope) country such as 
ours, films like Death Wish can be
shown on the assumption that 
citizens are bright enough to realize 
that some natural instincts are both 
thrilling and wrong.
Teams can sign up
Men's, w om en’s and co-recreational 
basketball rosters for Winter Quarter 
can be turned in to the Campus 
Recreation office in W C 109 begin­
ning today. The rosters are due by 
Dec. 13.
Those interested should sign up 
early because the number of teams 
may be limited by the number of 
facilities available. About 2,300 
students participated in the program  
last year.
“Required in every good lover. . .the  
whole alphabet . . . Agreeable, 
Bountiful, Constant, Dutiful, Easy, 
Fa ith fu l, G a lla n t, H o n o u rab le , 
Ingenious, Kind, Loyal, Mild, Noble, 
fficious, Prudent, Quiet, Rich, 
Secret,T rue,V aliant,W ise . . .Young  
and Zealous."— Miguel Cervantes
Dale Woolhiser, UM  wrestling coach, 
said he was "optimistic (in nature) 
but, I don't believe in carrying it too 
far. To  be realistic, we're not going to 
win the Big Sky Conference title— 
we're not even going to be 
contenders."
Woolhiser said that while he does 
have a couple promising wrestlers in 
Dave Koeppen and Bruce McCarvel, 
problems filling all the weight 
classes and inexperienced people 
will keep the Grizzly team from  
showing too well this season.
Woolhiser said that McCarvel, a 
freshman in pre-law, won his weight 
class in a wrestling tournament com­
pleted in last week. He said he was 
impressed with the team because the 
meet was hosted by North Idaho 
Junior College, last year’s national 
junior college champions.
Koeppen, a sophomore in botany, 
was described by Woolhiser as “very 
capable and very dedicated.”
However, prospects look better for 
fu tu re  seasons a cc o rd in g  to  
Woolhiser. He said this is the first 
tim e in many years that the 
University has offered scholarships 
in wrestling. He said the team has 
some promising, though inex­
perienced, freshman.
The team will be wrestling in the 
fo u rth  annu al M o n tan a  S ta te  
University Wrestling Invitational at 
Bozeman this weekend.
Wrestlers who will compete in the 
meet for the University are: John 
Erickson, freshman in political 
science-history; Ken Kelly, freshman 
in pharmacy; Paul Armbruster, 
freshman in forestry; McCarvel; 
Doug Gregg, sophomore in general 
studies; Phil Karper, junior in wildlife 
b i o l o g y ,  a n d  G a ry  M o g a n ,  
sophomore in general studies.
Woolhiser said Koeppen has a 
shoulder injury and will not wrestle.
CATCH U P  O N  YO U R  SO CIO LO G Y  
O N  THE W AY H O M E.
POTTERY CLASSES
January Session




D. H. LAWRENCE'S 
Women in Love 
Wed.-Fri.—Dec. 4-6
Of all the Lawrence-based films, Ken 
Russell's adaptation of Women in Love is 
the one that most fully realizes Lawrence's 
passionate sense of life. Richly sensuous, 
and beautiful to look at. it is a movie in 
which the real involvement of the actors— 
Alan Bates, Glenda Jackson, Oliver Reed, 
Jennie Linden—is deeply felt, and they give 
vivid, emotionally charged performances. 
Glenda Jackson earned her Oscar as Best 
Actress. (1970) Color.
Three Shows Nitely—6-8-10 PM
























LAST T IM E S  TO D A Y !
Its more than a movie. Its a celebration.
J t ^^FMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer p  #  presents
"*■" •'THKTC 
eiKRTNNMOT
i w ,  meirocouwyn mayer p-e^nTHATS ENTERIAINMENIT 
FRED ASTAIRE • BING CROSBY - GENE KELDT - PETER LAWKM) • UZA MINNEIU 
DONAiD 0 C 0 N N 0 R  • DEB8IE REYNOLDS • MICKEY ROONEY ■ RANK SINAIRA 
JA M E S S IG ^ 'B JZ A B E IH M D R  •m h M M iM M t.u c x H H r t i i  ©
— ■■MNB.IBMaMtumikKUvMbF HENRY MANCINI -MEIROCOLOR
| O rig in a l m o tio n  p ic tu re  s o u nd track  albu m  a v a ila b le  on M CA  Records. |
Released thru
United Artiste
Open at 6:30 p.m. 
“That’s Entertainment” 




BOMB OF A MOVIE,
V igilan te , d ty  s ty le  -  
judge, jury, a n d  execu tioner.
A FIRST-RATE SUSPENSER!
“ ‘DEATH W IS H ’ IS A \  
ROUSER FOR EVERYO NE s 
W H O  W A N TS SAFE C ITIES  
— W HAT I CALL THE FED- 
UP G EN ER ATIO N . IT ’S A 
FIRST-RATE TH RILLER! 
Bronson gives a bang-up  
perform ance!”
— Gene Shalit, NBC-TV
“DEATH 
■ W ISH”
A PROVOCATIVE, SHREWDLY MADE SHOCKER 11
When Charles Bronson begins to shoot 
the bad guys, it’s difficult not to cheer 
him on with loud shouts of encourage­
ment. And so New York has Its first 
vigilante and perhaps its first real c rim e l 
deterrent. IT ALL W O R K S!”







“ RARELY IN SCREEN H ISTO RY  
HAS A M O VIE CAUSED SO M U CH  
VIO LEN T AND C O N TR O VER SIA L  
REACTION FROM  BOTH AUD IEN C ES  
AND C R ITIC S! W E ARE READY FOR  
ACTIO N . BRO NSO N PRO VIDES IT. 
THRILLER! A C O M PLEX AND  
STARTLING LY O R IG IN A L FILM  THAT  
W ILL ANGER AND PR O VO K E!”
-Rex Reed, N. Y. Daily News
STARTS SATURDAY! 4 DAYS ONLY!
^  with some *
Among the least w ■
'  of which are HENRY K.,
ADOLPH HITLER,
General GEORGE C. PATTON 
and the future Dictator 
of the United States.
(name withheld 
by popular request)
S A M U E L Z. A R O F  pie ienli
THE!
N IN S  
IIVES
“ O f
F R i p l  
™£CAT
q  STEVE KsRANTZ production • on AMERICAN INIERNAIIONAE releaie 
p ro du ced  by STEVE KRANTZ • d irected  by RO BERT TAYLOR  
wntten by ROBERT TAYLOR, FRED HALLIDAY 6  ERIC M O N T E
R RESTRICTED <££> Colo by original icxind Lack album 
NW lob I available on O de Recordi
The most innovative and widely acclaimed 
film of 73, back for EVERYONE to enjoy!
“One of the ten best
f i l m s  O f  1973!” —New York Times
“Best Picture of 1973!”
—Atlanta Film Festival







Samuel Z. Arkoff presents "HEAVY TRAFFIC"-^a'Steve Krantz production - produced by Steve Krantz 
written and directed by Ralph Bakshi an American International release ■ Color by OeLuxeV ..
Z oLri tr**"1""" I Original Sountn>>ch Recording Available on Fantasy Record* |
OPEN 6:45 P.M. •
“Nine Lives of Fritz” 
at 7:00 and 9:40 •





1. LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Probability & Stat. Book, Tues. 
Need urgently. Rick—728-5631. 45-ap
FOUND: Set of keys on a leather 
holder, 12/4/74. Claim at Music Dept.
FOUND: DOUGLAS S. HART’S Regis­
tration packet. Claim in Rm. 213—
Turner Hall. _________________43-4f
FOUND: Wool yellow ski hat at the 
Mustang gas station. Claim at Kaimln 
Business O f f ic e ._____________ 42-4f
FOUND: in Room 218, Music Dept. — 
One hat and a jacket. Claim at
Music Office.__________________42-4f
FOUND: One pair of gloves in the 
Music Dept. Claim at Music Of­
fice,__________________________ 42-4f
2. PERSONALS
HAWWGGERS UNITE! Call Fonzy — 
728-9036.______________________ 45-lp
TO ALL Santa Clauses, amateur or pro: 
Don't lust be the man in the red suit. 
Christmas Art Fair. Last day. U.C. 
Mall, 10-4 p.m.________________ 45-lc
IF YOU came to the Stomach Stop and 
found that we were closed . . . don't 
be disappointed. We had a few minor 
hassles and we are open today. Come
over for lunch, 540 Daly._______45-lc
FREE HAIRCUTS FOR MEN. Hair 
styles by expert barbers taking ad­
vanced training. One day only, Sun­
day, Dec. 8. By appointment only. 
Call 728-7260. A Razor's Edge, men’s
hairstvling. 2613 Brooks.______ 45-lc
W ANTED: AN EASY DATE to the 
Foresters’ Ball. Call 728-1787. Ask for
Rick. ______________________45-lp
PIONEER HEADPHONES are where 
it's at . . Electronic Parts Co., 1030
South Ave. W.________________ 44-6C
GIRLS, enjoy the FB to the fullest for 
free! Be a barmaid Friday or Satur­
day night. Call Janet 243-4495 or leave
message at 243-5393,___________ 44-2c
FOOS BALL TOURNEY AT UC DEC 8... 
4 CASES OF BOONES FARM ON 
TAP AS PRIZES . . 10 WINNERS 
WILL SLOSH IT ALL DOWN. 42-4C 
THE KAJSA OHMAN BAND at the 
58th Annual Forester's Ball, Dec. 6 
& 7. 42-4c
WOULD YOU RATHER TALK THAN 
NOT SLEEP? Student walk-in. 
Southeast entrance of the Student
Health Service building.________42-8c
WINOS UNITE . . . ENTER FOOS 
BALL TOURNY AT UC . . .  48 BOT­
TLES OF BOONES FARM TO BE 
GIVEN AWAY ON DEC. 8 . . . SLURP
■ ■ ■ SLURP.________________  42-4C
PREGNANCY referrals: Lutheran Social 
Services. 549-0147 or 543-4980. 33-17p 
ESCHEW REPETITIOUS WRITING. 
Use rubber stamps. One word or 
many. Cheap, quick service. Call 
549-5360 (evenings). 28-tf
FORESTERS' BALL, Dec. 6 & 7, tickets 
$6.00/couple, on sale Dec. 2-6 in UC
Mall.__________________________39-7c
CAMPUS LAUNDRY has the cheapest 
washing services in town. Leave and 
collect the same day, washed, dried, 
and ready to wear, for machine cost
plus only 25c per load.________36-16p
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS: 
Call Marie Kuffel, 728-3845 or 549- 
7721, Joe Moran, 543-3129 or 549-3385.
_______________________________19-31p
HAPPY HOURS, 2 p.m.-6 pm., SI.00 
pitchers Monday through Friday 
Eight Ball Billiards, 3101 Russell.
_______________________________ 23-tfc
WOMEN'S PLACE, health education/ 
counseling: abortion, birth control, 
pregnancy, V.D., crisis. Rape relief. 
M.F, 2-5 & 7-10 pm. 543-7606. 22-tfc
4. HELP WANTED
WANTED: MARTY BAKER TO TEACH 
HIS CLASS ONCE A WEEK. 45-5p 
WANTED BARMAIDS! Friday and Sat­
urday nights for 58th Annual Fores­
ters’ Ball. Get into the Ball free! Have 
a good time. Call Janet—243-4495 or
leave message at 243-5393,_____ 44-2c
WANTED Winter Quarter. Female 
student interested in room, board, 
use of car, in exchange for house­
keeping and babysitting. 728-5223.
_______ 43-3p
5. WORK WANTED
WILL SUBSTITUTE for any male job 
over Christmas vacation. 721-2652
43-3p
6. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
VERSATILE Band wanted for a party 
Dec. 14. Call 728-4000, Ext. 3637, 8-5 
p m  38-6p
?. SERVICES
GOING AWAY over break? We will 
watch your house plants, and pets
fo r  you. Call 549-3646._________ 43-7f
DANCE CLASSES: Elenita Brown in­
ternationally trained. Ballet-charac­
ter, modern, African-Jazz, Spanish,
728-1683.________________________ 17-33C
TERM PAPERS! Canada’s largest serv­
ice. For catalogue send $2 to: Essay 
Services, 57 Spadina Avenue, No. 208, 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. CAMPUS 
REPRESENTATIVES REQUIRED.
PLEASE WRITE._____________ 23-tfc
FOR STUDENTS ONLY!!! Lube, oil, 
filter, and tune-up; parts and labor 
—$29.67. Also: brakes, exhaust, 
shocks, other work done. 728-1638.
________________________________42-4p
FREE Photography Catalogue: Economy 
Photo Systems and Equipment in all 
price ranges. No Bull—just the best 
cameras and accessories for your 
money. CAL WEST Photography 
Warehouse, 1327 Archer, San Luis 
Obispo. CA. 93401 41-7p
8. TYPING
TYPING — Accurate and fast; experi­
enced, theses, dissertation, etc. 728-
1663.__________________________ 43-3p
EXCELLENT TYPIST will type papers 
for reasonable price. Call Annette 
at 728-5165 from 9-5.___________ 43-8p
9. TRANSPORTATION
TWO need ride to Kansas City. Leave 
nite of the 17th. 243-5222, leave mes­
sage for Stuart Sharp. Share ex­
panses, driving._______________ 45-5f
NEED ride for one to/from Seattle. 
Leave noon, Dec. 17. 728-7078, Roy.
Share expenses, driving._______45-5f
NEED ride for one to/from Minot or 
Bismarck, N. D. Will share driving & 
gas. Leave 18th pm . 243-2040, Kim.
________________________________ 45-5f
NEED ride for one to Minneapolis/ 
St. Paul. Leave Dec. 19. Returning
Jan. 2. Bill—728-8578.__________45-5f
NEED ride for one to Seattle. Can leave 
18 or 19. 721-1466 Joseph, or 243-
4523 leave message.____________ 45-5f
OLD ENGLISH SHEEPDOG and Mis­
tress need ride to Minneapolis or 
Rochester, Minn. area. Will pay hand­
somely! Only a backpack. 549-1420.
________________________________ 45-5f
AM going to New Jersey-New York 
City area. Riders requested. 728-5631,
for information._______________ 45-5f
NEED A RIDE to North Dakota, Fargo
area. 728-8607.________________ 43-7f
RIDE WANTED to Minneapolis or 
vicinity. Can leave 5 pm . the 18th. 
Call 728-0531 early am . or late pm.
________________________________ 43-7f
FLORIDA, Ft. Lauderdale — Miami. 
Need ride, can leave anytime final
week. 543-7078.  43-7f
MINNESOTA — Ride needed for 2 to 
Minneapolis or Mankato area. (Close 
as we can get!) Will share expenses. 
Call 728-5922 eve. or leave message
H.S. 107 w/secretary.__________ 43-7f
RIDE NEEDED. New Hampshire. Can 
leave almost anytime. Can provide 
food & gas money, & driving. Call 
Mac — leave message — 243-5088.
43- 7f
RIDERS WANTED to Rochester, New 
York. Able to take 7 people. Leav-
ing Dec. 19. 728-9607,__________ 43-7f
UM COUPLE needs ride to North­
eastern Oklahoma area at Xmas 
break. Share gas, driving. Call 728-
7293 after 5 pm .______________ 43-7f
ONE PERSON needs ride to Tacoma or 
Seattle Dec. 26. Leave from Libby or 
Spokane. Call 243-5143 or 243-2369—
Kris,__________________________ 43-7f
ONE PERSON needs ride from Tacoma 
before Jan 4. Please call 243-5143 or
243-2369—Kris._________________ 43-7f
RIDE NEEDED to Twin Cities area. 
Can leave Wed. Dec. 18, or after. 
Will share—call Janet—728-4179. 42-8f 
NEED ride to Denver, Colorado. Want 
to leave Dec. 20-728-0727. 44-6f
NEED ride to Chicago anytime after 
5:00 Dec. 19th. 542-2726. Will share
' gas, etc.________ '_____________ 44-6f
NEED ride to Chicago area. 243-4657.
Can leave Dec, 20th.___________ 44-6f
TWIN CITIES, MINNESOTA, need ride 
to and from, leaving Dec. 19th or 
20th. Returning Jan. 5th. Call 243-4645.
________________________________44-6f
NEED a ride to Twin Cities, Minn. Share
gas—243-2396, ask for Tom._____ 44-6f
NEED ride to Minneapolis. Can leave 
Dec. 7th or later. 243-4560, 44-6f
TWO people need ride to & from Los 
Angeles. Share gas & expenses. Can 




A store full of fine merchandise 
for your shopping pleasure.
Many Reduced Items Too!
Located at 451 North Higgins 





NEED RiDE TO CHICAGO for Christ-
mas vacation. 243-2559._________ 44-6f
RIDERS WANTED to Billings Dec. 10. 
Share gas & expenses. Call Carol 728-
2934.__________________________ 44-3f
NEED RIDE back from Vermont. For 
winter semester. Carlene 243-4156.
________________________________ 42-8f
NEED RIDE to &  from Washington, 
D. C. over Christmas holidays for 2. 
Share, etc. 549-9997, Dennis. 42-8f 
NEED 1 OR 2 riders to Austin, Texas or 
thereabouts. 18th to 20th. Don — 
Call 243-2876, 2-4 Mondays or mes-
sage at S.C. 442.______________ 42-8f
NEED RIDERS or ride for Okla. City 
or S. A. Texas. Any time from 14th. 
Call 549-8313 or come see Viren in
L.A. 3c, between' 11-2.__________42-8f
ONE PERSON needs ride to/from L.A. 
Can leave Dec. 19 after 12:00. Will 
help with expenses and driving. Call
728-6316._______________________42-8f
ONE PERSON needs ride to/from Min­
neapolis, Minn. Will share driving 
and expenses; can leave after Dec.
14. Call 728-6316._____________ 42-8f
RIDE NEEDED for one to Bay Area. 
Will share gas. Can leave after 3:00
Thur. 19. 549-0543.____________ 42-8f
NEED 3 riders to Chicago, leaving 17th 
or 18th. Call 728-8475, ask for Hank.
42-8f
ALBUQUERQUE: Ride needed 1 way. 
Can leave 18th at earliest. Rick 549-
7205.__________________________ 42-8f
NEED RIDE to San Francisco or L. A., 
round trip, can share expenses. Call
728-1686._______________________42-8f
2 PEOPLE need ride round trip to 
Shreveport, La., or anywhere near. 
Can leave 20th 728-6181,________42-8f
MILLER Sklis, 180 wooden: Miller 
bindings: Koflach boots, women's 
size 9 poles: decent condition, price 
negotiable. 728-1957 after 6:00, Jill.
_______________________________ 43-3p
HOCHLAND SKI BOOTS, size 8>,i Mens 
—excellent shape—$25. 1844 Mala.
Ave. 5:00-7:30 p.m.____________43-4p
DARTMOUTH SKIIS—200 cm.. Gar- 
mont boots, 11 Med. Bindings, poles. 
All equipment new and unused. $100. 
243-2605. 42-4p
FROSTLINE KITS are now in stock at 
Bernina Sewing Center 10814 W. Main 
549-2811. 20-30p
12. AUTOMOTIVE
1972 FIAT, 124 Sport Coupe. Excellent 
condition, 273-2568 evenings. 44-6p 
CRAIG CAR STEREOS for your car— 
Electronic Parts Co., 1030 South Ave. 
W. 44-6c
'62 CHEV. Bel Air 4-dr. V-8, $100. 4210 
Lake Place. 549-0748. 43-3p
'63 INTERNATIONAL step van. 549- 
6280. 42-8p
15. WANTED TO BUY
ONE set of Look-Nevada ski bindings 
in good shape. Call 549-4552. 44-4p
5-STRING BANJO, cheap. 728-0167,
evenings._____ ________________44-4p
NEEDED: Cross country skiis, wit- 
bindings, and boots in good condi­
tion. Call Carl at 543-5359 after 6 p.m. 
________________________________42-8p
CASH PAID: Used merchandise. Phil’s 
2nd Hand. 1920 S. Ave. 729-7822.
42-8p
INSTANT CASH for current college 
textbooks. Phone 549-2959 before 10:30 
a.m. 24-30p
17. FOR RENT
FURNISHED two-bedroom, basement 
apt. Starting Jan., $150 for 2. (In­
cludes all utilities) 549-2848. 44-2p
18. ROOMMATE NEEDED
FEMALE, $50.00. Share expenses. 543-
4784._________________________ 45-lp
ROOMMATE: $66.00. Rhonda, 549-9997, 
243-5367. 43-4p
19. PETS
AKC REGISTERED Golden Retriever 
pups, born 10/23. Greatest combina­
tion hunter and pet. 243-2672 — 
or 549-8368 after 5:00,__________42-3p
AKC Registered Irish Setter puppies, 
7 wks. old. 728-6954. 45-5p
20. MISCELLANEOUS
THESE books are back in stock: Ful­
ler's INTUITION — $2.95, WOOD- 
BUTCHER’S ART — $12.95, NEW 
SOCIALIST’S REVOLUTION — $2.95, 
WHOLE EARTH EPILOG — $4.00. 
BUYING COUNTRY PROPERTY — 
$1.75. Freddy’s Feed & Read — 1221 
Helen Ave. 728-9964. 45-lp
DANCING GIRLS, live music; all the 
food & soft drinks you can handle, at 
the Foresters' Ball, Dec. 6 & 7, 44-2c *•
KISS THE BARMAIDS and get FREE 
soft drinks at the Foresters' Ball, Dec. 
6 & 7. 44-2C
goings on
NEED A RIDE to Boise, Idaho area.
Call Nancy 243-4956.___________42-8f
RIDE NEEDED, round trip — In­
dianapolis, Indiana, leave Fri. after-
noon, 243-5378.________________ 42-8f
RIDERS WANTED to Eastern U. S. 
Final destination—Maryland. Leav­
ing Dec. 15. Share gas. 243-5249.
________________________________ 42-8f
NEED ^  RIDE to Chicago area or Ot- 
towa right on 1-80. 243-4240, ask for 
Moons. 42-8f
11. FOR SALE
4 SNOW tires and wheels 8.55/15— 
$65.00. 207 cjn. Strata's wo/bindings 
— $45.00. Reiker Ski boots, 1 0 ) 2  — 
$25.00. 549-9291,________________ 45-3p
REMINGTON 30/06 automatic with 3x- 
9x scope—$150. Model 94 Winchester 
30-30—$60. Both in very good condi- 
tlon. Call 543-8475.____________ 45-3p
CUSTOM Packed Meal Assemblies. 
For trail, camp, ranch, industry. Ex­
cellent food. Canned or dry. For cat­
alog, send a self-addressed stamped. 
No. 10 envelope to : Chuck Wagon 
Foods, 908 Howard Ave., Billings, MT. 
59102,_________________________ 45-lp
KNEISSL BLUE STAR W Skiis with 
Solomon competition bindings. NEW 
and UNUSED. $100 or best offer. Call
543-5582 after 5:00 p.m._______ 45-lp
BEAUTIFUL, Timbered, Isolated, 35 
miles from town—20 acres. $550 per
acre. Terms 728-1248.__________ 45-3p
ENGLEHART SWINGMASTER % string 
bass. Like new. Call Paul, 721-1808.
_______________________________ 44-4p
BASF CASSETTES and 8 trk Carts. 
One free with ten assorted. Electronic 
Parts Co., 1030 South Ave. W, 44-6c 
ROSSIGNOL STRATO 102 Skiis—200 
cm. Excellent shape. 243-2060. $70.
________________________________44-2p
LANGE SKI BOOTS—914 M—Excellent 
condition, $35.00 — Alumni Center,
(across from Craig Hall).______ 44-2c
SANSUI STEREO amplifier, solid state, 
$100; B.I.C. turntable, belt-drive, 
Shure cartridge—$100. Brand new.
Call 728-3340__________________ 44-6p
10-SPEED with 2 new tires. Will sacri­
fice for $35. 728-6162 or see—115 Mon-
roe. _______________________ 44-3p
PORTABLE TV, 12" Airline, excellent
condition. Call 543-5374,________ 43-3p
1 PAIR Heart combination skiis, 205, 
with size 11 Reiker Boots, Miller step- 
in bindings, used 3 times. Call 543-
5374.______________________  43-3p
FOR SALE: Girl's Black Jacket, size 10. 
$20. Call 243-4366. 43-3p
•  International folk dancing tonight 
at Paxson School on Higgins 
Avenue, four blocks south of 
University Avenue. Teaching from  
7:30 to 8:30; request dancing from  
8:30 to 11.
•  University Teachers’ Union, AFT, 
7:30 Monday night, LA 103, James 
Robinson will speak on faculty  
bargaining.
•  Live entertainment this weekend at 
Narnia, coffee house at the back 
door of the Ark, 538 University Ave. 
Begins at9p .m . Friday and Saturday.
•  Last W arm Springs visitation of the 
quarter, 9 a.m. tom orrow at the Ark. 
Cost: 75 cents for transportation and 
sandwiches.
•  Sunday night supper and dis­
cussion at the Ark, 538 University. 
Admission: 50 cents.
•  A ll-you-can-eat spaghetti dinner, 
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 8,
Newman Center (Keith and Gerald  
Avenues). Cost $4— family, $1.50—  
adults, 75 cents— children, t r e e -  
children  under six. Sponsored by the 
Search Board.
•  Student International Meditation  
Society, 8 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 8, U C  
M o n t a n a  R o o m s  3 6 0  G .  
Organizational meeting for all 
interested students.
•  The U.S. Marine Corps will 
interview on campus Monday  
through Thursday, Dec. 9 through 
12, and will have information about 
the Marine Corps Officer Training  
Programs. Check with the Placement 
Services, Main Hall, room 8, for more 
details.
•  Slide seminar on winter moun­
taineering and skiing in G lacier Park, 
7 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 11, W om en’s 
Center 215. Presented by Tom  
Kumpf, freshman in general studies.







Week Days & Sat.: Shorts at 6:30-9:00 P.M.; Feature 
at 7:00-9:30; Sun.: Shorts at 1:30-4:00— 







HART FREESTYLE $160 $112
FULLPLAST 2002 $195 $137
FULLPLAST SWING PRO $150 $105
1407 S. Higgins 
Missoula, Mont. 
Hours 9-9 Mon.-Fri. 
9-5:30 Sat.
Come in and see our broad selection 
of name brand downhill and cross country skis
ROSSIGNOL BONNA
K2 TRAK
